
UPDATES / CORRECTIONS (for typos)

RE: “When Babies Die: Where do they  go?”
by Watts, Gordon Wayne (AUTHOR)

Dear reader: Since I'm the author, I may not be permitted by AMAZON to write a book review of my 
own book (this is not a book review per se), but I WOULD like to point out some small (but 
significant) typos in the 1st printing, in case you bought a book from a 3rd-party vendor who got the 1st 
printing.

If the 'About the Author' page is on page 80 without a thumbnail photo, then you got the 1st printing, 
and the corrections below apply to you. (Only like 5 or 10 of those printed, it appears on my end.) If the 
'About the Author' is on page 90, and you see a small photo of me in the top-right of the page, then you 
got the 'updated' version, and you can disregard all this below... [Except for one thing: I clarified 2 
points in a 4th printing just published - In the 'paedofaith' section, I point out that if babies are saved by 
expressing faith as another author claims, and "once saved, always saved," then that means ALL adults 
must be saved, but we know this to be false. Also, I add examples of God either killing children (great 
flood, Sodom & Gomorrah, 1st-born in Egypt, and several times with Moses, et al.) to show that God 
will NOT play favorites, simply because of their being children: He will do what is just and right no 
matter what we might think.]

OK, that's the only update not covered until now...

Updates since it printed & had some copies bought by 3rd-party venders:

'MAJOR' updates:

Front & Back COVERS & Copyright page:
** Previously, only the colour edition had the cool 'outer-space' front-cover, but now, the Black & 
White edition also has that front-cover, instead of the sky-clouds image.
** Also, I made sure that both front & back covers and the inner-flap "copyright page" clearly indicated 
whether it was the 'Black & White' or rather the 'Color' version - and indicated on both that my book is 
"with illustrations."
** Added a recommendation by Rev. Jack Wellman on the back cover.

** Roland BUCK: Clarified and fixed some copyright issues with links to Rev. Roland H. Buck's 
sermons on page 37, where I also made a small 'Fair Use' quote. (Legally required and Morally the 
right thing to do.)

** Kenneth HAGIN: Added a small quote by Kenneth E. Hagin regarding Free Will on page 10. (He 
said 'Free Will Prevails' in the title to one section on p.63 of his book, 'The Believer's Authority.')

** Billy GRAHAM: Added yet another small quote by Dr. Billy Graham, on pp. 8-9 regarding Free 
Will and put in a small 'Fair Use' image of the Bible tract in order to verify my claims when I cited my 
sources here. (He said that "God created us in His own image to have an abundant life. He did not 
make us robots to automatically love and obey him," in his 'Steps to Peace with God' tract. This seems 
to address everybody, not just Adam and Eve, whom he addresses in previous quotes.)

** Jack WELLMAN: Added the recommendation by Rev. Jack Wellman in a Forward as well. (Bears 



repeating, so I did.)

** Gordon WATTS: Added a small thumb-nail photo of myself (Gordon Wayne Watts) in the 'About 
The Author' section on page 80. (Makes the book look more professional.) That page is now page 90 in 
the updated printing, since page-numbering has changed. (See below.)

** PAGE NUMBERING: I made sure each chapter began on an odd page-number, so that the new 
chapters would be on "right-facing" pages -that is, pages on the "right side" when you have the book 
open. This, of course, increased the number of pages, and made me have to reformat the Table of 
Contents. (Makes it look more professional.) So, the corrections above & below only refer to the first 
print, as the page numbers are different in the revised correction. (But the content should be otherwise 
the same.)

'MINOR' updates: Spelling / Spacing / Grammatical errors -
Page 3, "the senior pastor preacher..." was redundant - removed the word 'preacher'
Page 15, didn't put a space between "unknown author," and 'I would infer...'
Page 33, didn't put a space between 'suffocated her.' and 'Gavin'
Page 42 said "Based on the Terms of Service...imply" - odd grammar, but it now reads: "The Terms of 
Service...imply"
Page 47 listed Chorazin & Capernaum as cities under judgment in the [brackets], but I included 
Bethsaida to be complete.
Page 60, misspelled 'thieves' as 'theives'
Page 62, misspelled 'would' as 'wold' (Why didn't spell-check catch that one!? Is that a word? LOL)
Page 63, whether or not to "believes in, trusts in, and clings to" is bad grammar. It is changed to 
whether or not to "believe in, trust in, and cling to."
Page 66, I removed the comma after "a very close friend of mine": It was not needed.
Page 67, said she was going through "personal issue," but the number is wrong. Corrected grammar 
reads "personal issues," plural.
Page 74, misspelled 'Gomorrah' as 'Gomorrha'
Page 76, misspelled 'Cf.' as 'C.f.'

CONCLUSION: I apologize big-time for the errors I made in my 1st printing: I am kind of new to this 
book-writing stuff. However, both the 1st printing (with the errors) and the current edition ARE THE 
SAME in content, except for the small errors listed above. So, if you've got the old version and make 
these corrections, your book is current and up-to-date.

Besides, only the 'major' errors made any difference in the content of the book, and there were only like 
4 or 5 of them. The spelling errors were "harmless errors," insofar as they did not change the meaning 
of things. Lastly, there may still be small typos in either the print or the Kindle versions, but they do not 
change the meaning of the book, I assure you, as the author.

Gordon Wayne Watts,
author "When Babies Die: Where Do They Go"
(The Colour and Black & White as well as KINDLE versions)


